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Q4 Results
2017 is complete, and James Brehm & Associates has the financials, KPIs, and news to keep you informed on what’s
happening around the world of IoT.

Verizon’s IoT revenues grew 3.7% sequentially to $389 million in Q4, which includes $230 million from their telematics
division. Full year IoT revenues were nearly $1.5 billion, an increase of approximately $500 million compared to 2016.
In January, the company announced its acquisition of Movildata Internacional, a commercial fleet management solutions provider headquartered in Spain.

AT&T added nearly 2.6 million new connections in Q4, growing their total base to nearly 39 million. The company
added 1.8 million connected cars in the quarter. In November, AT&T and Amazon Web Services announced they
partnered to launch several new innovative IoT solutions. In January, the company launch their nationwide LTE-M
network in Mexico.

CalAmp closed their fiscal Q3 with $93.67 million in revenue, up 4.3% sequentially. In January, the company announced a partnership with Trimble to supply customized telematics tracking devices and systems management technology for Trimble’s Field Service Management vehicle and asset tracking solution.
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Intel closed Q4 with $879 million in IoT revenue, a 3.5% sequential increase. The company’s full year 2017 IoT revenues
exceeded $3.1 billion growing 20% annually. Intel has been actively working with other companies to apply IoT technologies to environmental challenges like climate change and water conservation.

Digi International reported $45.2 million in total revenue for their fiscal Q1, staying relatively flat sequentially. In December, Digi announced deals with Taco John’s and Trailcon, who will be using the company’s Cold Chain solutions.
Taco John’s, will offer Digi’s Task management and food temperature monitoring solution to all their locations in the
United States while Trailcon, a Canadian trailer leasing company, signed a multiyear agreement to use Digi SafeTemps
to modernize their fleet. After having paid $17 million upfront, Digi announced the acquisition of Accelerated Concepts. Inc. in January, earlier this year. Accelerated Concepts is a provider of enterprise grade LTE networking equipment for both primary and backup connectivity applications.

Sprint ended the year with 13.53 million connections, adding 152 thousand in Q4. In January, the company announced
a partnership with Inseego to deliver highly specialized IoT solutions aimed at large enterprise verticals, this partnership has already struck a deal with a major US airline operator to deploy the Ctrack asset tracking solution.

Sierra Wireless closed Q4 with $183.5 million in revenue, a 5.9% sequential increase. The company finished out the year
with $692 million in total revenue. On December 7th, Sierra Wireless completed the acquisition of Numerex. Sierra
Wireless’ Q4 revenue include $3.1 million in revenue from the Numerex acquisition.
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Control4 grew 5.6% sequentially in the last quarter of 2017 with $68.3 million in total revenue. The company closed out
the year with $244.7 million in revenue for the full year of 2017, representing 17.2% growth year-over-year. In January,
Control4 announced the acquisition of Ihiji, a provider of remote management services for technical integrators servicing connected home customers. The company plans to combine their networks and solutions into one service platform
for professional integrators.

Vodafone closed out the current quarter with €187 million in IoT Revenue. IoT SIMs increased 34% year-over-year to
approximately 65.8 million. In December, Vodafone announced an agreement with NIU, a Chinese electric scooter
brand, providing global connectivity services for all their smart electric scooters.

Sequans reported $11.3 million in revenue the Q4, demonstrating relatively flat revenue growth rate from Q3 into Q4.
The company closed out the year with $48.3 million in total revenue, a 5.6% increase over 2016. In January, Sequans
and NTT DoCoMo announced a partnership to accelerate the development of LTE-M devices and applications on NTT
DoCoMo’s network in Japan using Sequans’ Monarch LTE Platform. Sequans and Softbank are also working together
to accelerate deployment of LTE-M and NB-IoT technologies in Japan.

PTC posted IoT revenues of $29 million for their fiscal Q1, a 16% sequential growth. In January, PTC announced a
partnership with Microsoft to make ThingWorx available on the Microsoft Azure cloud platform, targeting industrial
and manufacturing sectors.
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Trimble grew revenue 5.7% sequentially, closing out the Q4 with $708.4 million. The company finished the year with
$2.65 billion in revenue, up 12.4% year-over-year. In February, Trimble partnered with Aquarius Spectrum, a provider
of advanced leak detection solutions for water management, to release and distribute a branded version of Aquarius
Spectrum’s wireless leak detection solution for water utilities, expanding Trimble’s smart water solutions.

Orbcomm grew revenue 9.5% sequentially in the Q4, posting $75.9 million in total revenue and netting 128 thousand
new subscribers. The company’s total subscriber count at the end of 2017 stands at 2.03 million. Orbcomm announced
in Q4 that LTI trucking will deploy cold chain telematics solution for their refrigerated fleet and that Wayne Smith
Trucking will use Orbcomm’s solutions to track and monitor their trailer fleet.

Alarm.com closed the Q4 with $88.8 million in revenue and $338.9 million for the full year of 2017, representing a
growth of nearly 30% compared to 2016. In January, the company announced their new smart thermostat that can
detect emergencies like HVAC failure, flooding, mold, and water damage.

Telefonica posted €74 million in IoT revenue in the Q4 and ended 2017 with 16.1 million total connections. In December, Telefonica Brasil (Vivo) announced a milestone of reaching 1 million “Smart M2M” connections using their M2M
Smart Centre management platform. Vivo claims they hold a 40% market share in the Brazilian cellular M2M segment.

Iridium’s commercial M2M revenue grew 13.1% growth year-over-year. The company’s total M2M subscriber base
grew to 558 thousand. In December, Iridium successfully launched the 4th set of 10 NEXT satellites via Space X into
orbit. The fifth launch is scheduled for March 18, 2018.
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ID Systems reported revenues of $11.2 million in the Q4, a 0.7% sequential growth. The company’s revenues grew
11.2% year-over-year. In January, ID systems signed a $2.8 million-deal with a top-tier auto manufacturer to provide
PowerFleet services for their manufacturing and warehousing operations. In February, the company announced that
Avis Budget Group will be installing ID System’s Unified Telematics Platform (UTP) on 50 thousand units of Avis Car
Rental’s fleet.

Comcast finishes the year with 1.13 million security and automation customers, a 4.8% sequential increase. In January,
Comcast announced its plan to expand access to their home automation controls to more than 15 million of their Xfinity customers for no additional charge.

USA Technologies posted total revenues of $32.5 million their fiscal Q2, a 26.9% sequential increase. USA Technologies
ended 2017 with 905 thousand E-port connections, 270 thousand of which were from the company’s acquisition of
Cantaloupe Systems. USA Technologies has expanded its relationship with Jackson Brothers of the South, a vending,
catering, and food service company, which will now be 100% cashless using USA Technologies solutions.

Gemalto closed 2017 with €348 million in M2M revenue for the year, a 9% growth compared to 2016. Gemalto is working with HiSilicon, a semiconductor division under Huawei, to develop NB-IoT modules with reduced cost, size, and
longer battery life. Gemalto is set to be acquired by Thales, a French aerospace specialist, who will pay approximately
€4.76 billion euros for the company.
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Mix Telematics reported $35.7 million in revenue their fiscal Q3, a 17.9% increase quarter-over-quarter. The telematics
company continued to grow their subscriber base, reaching more than 664 thousand. In November, the company enlisted Integrated Risk Solutions, an expert in transportation risk management, to evaluate Mix Telematics’ Electronic
Logging Device (ELD) to make sure it meets all current FMCSA technical specifications, which Integrated Risk Solutions believes it does.

Vivint finished Q4 with $235.8 million in revenue, growing 3.1% sequentially. Revenue for 2017 came in at $882 million,
a growth of 16.4% year-over-year. Subscribers grew to 1.29 million after the company added more than 52 thousand in
Q4. In January, Vivint announced the release of Streety, an app that allows neighbors to monitor neighborhood activity
through a group of shared cameras.

Inseego posted revenues of $46.5 million in revenue for Q4. The company’s Industrial IoT portfolio (Skyus) grew 70%
year-over-year and added new customers including a major US airline operator attained through a partnership with
Sprint. Inseego announced in January that KLM Equipment Services, a subsidiary of KLM Royal Dutch Airlines, selected them for their asset tracking and management needs for a new deployment at Hong Kong International Airport.

James Brehm & Associates is a consulting and marketing intelligence firm that provides project-based and retained
strategic advisory services to technology companies worldwide. With a firm focus on the Internet of Things (IoT),
Machine-to-Machine (M2M) Communications, and Big Data Analytics, James Brehm & Associates provides
actionable insight and direction to a wide range of organizations including Communications Service Providers,
Hardware Maunufacturers, Software Vendors, OEMs, Private Equity, and venture Capital Firms. Through
projects on market size and share, competitive intelligence, product development, go-to-market strategy, and
client-specific consulting services, we help companies reach their maximum potential. http://www.jbrehm.com
If you’d like to continue to receive The Connected Conversation, please email info@jbrehm.com or call (210) 401-0051.
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